The single zeta globin gene rearrangement: hematologic phenotype and its frequent occurrence in Polynesian Niueans.
The single zeta globin gene rearrangement (-zeta/) is an unusual mutation associated with the alpha globin gene cluster on chromosome 16p13.3. It has been detected regularly among West Africans (gene frequency approximately 0.05) and sporadically among other populations. DNA samples from 186 Polynesian Niueans living in Auckland, New Zealand, were studied. Eighteen (gene frequency 0.05) were shown to have the -zeta/gene arrangement, which results from loss of the psi zeta 1 gene. Hematological phenotypes in six cord blood samples and 12 affected adults were normal. The high frequency for -zeta/in Niueans may represent another example of genetic drift and a founder effect in Polynesians or may reflect a different founding population.